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The paper deals with the topological sensitivity of free, unsupported, statically determinate plane trusses whose hori-
zontal and vertical members form two horizontal layers of square cells and two or more vertical layers. The topology
of a truss is decomposed into a form vector – the placement of cells containing diagonal members – and a binary vector
describing the slopes of the diagonals. The construction of complete form and slope spaces is provided for any number of
vertical layers. Using exhaustive search, forms with minimum and maximum sensitivity to slope change are found for truss-
es with 2 · 2 through 2 · 8 layers under worst static load condition, represented by the lowest eigenvalue of the least-squar-
es equilibrium matrix. Typical features of the least and most sensitive forms and associated loads and internal forces are
shown. Changes of absolute and relative topological sensitivities with increasing number of vertical layers are discussed.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Structural topology deals with the connectivity of structural members. Topology changes are more rad-
ical than changes of other parameters of a structure, such shape or cross-sectional areas. Owing to this
topology optimization is known to potentially yield greater economy than shape or sizing optimization.
At the same time changes in topology are diﬃcult to model mathematically. Constructing the space of
all possible candidate topologies involves a synthesis problem, which in a general setting is not algorith-
mic. Typically topology design spaces grow exponentially (combinatorial explosion) with growing number
of structural components.
Trusses as discrete structures are a natural subject of topology optimization. The origins of truss-topology
optimization can be traced back to the pioneering works of Maxwell (1872) and Michell (1904). Modern com-
prehensive reviews of the subject can be found in Kirsch (1989), Rozvany et al. (1995), Eschenauer and Olhoﬀ
(2001), and Papadrakakis et al. (2001). These papers address both discrete and continuum approaches to0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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very often look like trusses.
There are two basic types of discrete methods of topology optimization: ground structure approach (Dorn
et al., 1964) and growth method (Spillers, 1975). In the ﬁrst method low-stress members are iteratively
removed from an initial highly connected arrangement of very many nodes and bars. In the second approach,
joints and members are iteratively added to a simple initial layout. The two methods can also be uniﬁed, Ben-
nett (1980). All these approaches do not guarantee optimality – they are iterative improvement methods. Their
terminal topologies depend on the initial layout, which is adopted arbitrarily.
The continuum methods employ three types of continua: conventional, microstructural and truss-like (so-
called Michell structures). In the conventional continuum approaches low-stress material is gradually removed
from (Rossow and Taylor, 1973) or holes (bubbles) are created (Eschenauer et al., 1993) in an isotropic solid.
A microstructural continuum uses porous microstructures with variable orientation and density, the latter
parameter saying where to concentrate material and where to form voids, Bendsoe and Kikuchi (1988). Both
the conventional and microstructural continuum methods yield rough truss-like optimal topologies, which
must be converted into practical trusses manually. Optimality of terminal layouts is not guaranteed and results
may be aﬀected by ﬁnite mesh discretization used. In Michell structures the structural universe is a region
densely ﬁlled by arbitrarily oriented and inﬁnitesimally spaced members. Exact analytical solutions for opti-
mal layouts have been found for several loading and support conﬁgurations (Lewin´ski et al., 1994). These
solutions are lower bounds for minimum weight topologies and oﬀer invaluable insight, but they often involve
inﬁnitely many members, some of them curved, so the layouts are by themselves not practical trusses.
Given the complexity of topology design spaces, truss-topology optimization methods are often heuristic,
randomized search methods, Bennage and Dhingra (1995), Deb and Gulati (2001), and Ohsaki (2001). To
make the search less random and more eﬃcient, studies of topological sensitivity have been undertaken, Soko-
lowski and Zochowski (1997), Garreau et al. (1999).
This paper deals with plane rectangular trusses formed by two horizontal layers of square cells and two or
more vertical layers. The cells create a skeleton of horizontal and vertical members and all joints are pins. The
unstable skeleton is transformed into a statically determinate and kinematically determinate truss by means of
diagonal members placed in some of the cells. All possible placements of diagonals that are consistent with
statical and kinematical determinacy create the topological universe. The universe is restricted compared with
Michell trusses, so globally optimal layouts of minimum weight cannot be found here. Yet the simple two-lay-
ered trusses seem practically important. They are also challenging because the number of topologies grows
exponentially with the number of cells. Fortunately, it is possible to explicitly construct all the topologies,
for any number of vertical layers. For this we represent the topology of a truss by means of two vectors, a
form (shape) vector and a slope vector. The form vector determines which cells contain diagonal members.
The slope vector speciﬁes the slope of each diagonal.
We study free (unsupported) trusses under worst, self-equilibrated static loading. This loading is obtained
by solving an eigenvalue problem, involving the least-squares equilibrium matrix. The lowest (fundamental)
eigenvalue minimizes the ratio of the Euclidean norms squared of loads to internal forces over all feasible,
self-equilibrated, non-zero loading patterns. Thus the eigenvalue provides a natural merit function useful in
ranking truss topologies: better trusses have higher fundamental eigenvalues and so lower internal forces/load
ratios. While not being a complete design method, such as fully-stressed design, this overall statically determi-
nate truss-topology quality assessment in static equilibrium (due to Z. Rychter) appears to be an important
novelty. It can be used at the earliest design stage, in order to gain insight, before cross-sections, materials,
the overall size of the structure and particular load cases are speciﬁed – only the conﬁguration (topology
and geometry) need be known. Typically, eigenvalues are used in the context of vibrations and buckling of
structures. The new metric is readily computable using an eigenvalue or singular value problem solver.
Since all topologies of two-layered statically and kinematically determinate trusses are known, exhaustive
search can be performed and exact results found. One obvious search goal would be for the optimal and anti-
optimal topologies. But we pose a diﬀerent problem, exploiting the existence of two distinct types of topolog-
ical variables – arrangements of rigid cells (shapes) and choices of diagonal member slopes (slope vectors).
Shapes create chessboard patterns, representing grand architectural and structural plans for trusses. Each
shape can be ﬁlled with several slope vectors, representing architectural and structural detail. We want to
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is worst. We search for two extreme shapes – the most sensitive one and the least sensitive one. For each of the
two shapes we ﬁnd two extreme slope vectors – one corresponding to the best topology and the other to the
worst topology. The topological sensitivity problems are solved for trusses with 2 · 2 through 2 · 8 layers. We
describe typical features of the least and most sensitive shapes and typical features of the worst and best slope
vectors. We demonstrate that trusses which are absolutely more sensitive to slope changes are also trusses of
higher quality. We also show that as the number of vertical layers grows, the quality of trusses is degraded and
their absolute topological sensitivity decreases. We also study how changes the relative sensitivity.
2. Two-layered truss topologies
We consider two-layered trusses, statically and kinematically determinate, having two horizontal layers of
square cells and two or more vertical layers, as in Fig. 1.
The size of a truss in terms of its number of layers is 2 · c, cP 2, with c representing the variable number of
column layers. All trusses of same size have in common the same ﬁxed skeleton of horizontal and vertical bars.
The skeleton by itself is mobile, kinematically indeterminate. Its rigidity is secured by placing diagonals in
some of the cells. A cell with a diagonal becomes a rigid cell. A cell without a diagonal is by itself non-rigid,
and we call it an empty cell. In a statically determinate truss the number of rigid cells n is minimal, and all
trusses of equal size, 2 · c, have the same number of diagonals,n ¼ cþ 1; c 2 f2; 3; . . .g: ð1Þ
This formula reﬂects the fact, Fig. 1, that a complete horizontal layer of c rigid cells makes a statically and
kinematically determinate truss, built from triangles. A second horizontal layer of empty cells has one hori-
zontal degree of freedom relative to the rigid layer, so it takes one diagonal in any of the cells in the second
layer to obtain a determinate two-layered truss. This construction produces the L-shaped truss in Fig. 1.
Placing the diagonals in diﬀerent cells gives diﬀerent shapes. Shapes are fundamental to multi-layered truss
topology because they decide if a truss is structurally correct (statically and kinematically determinate).
Single-layered trusses are trivial – they have one shape, with all cells being rigid. More-than-two-layered truss-
es allow many shapes but their constructive description is yet to be found. The shapes of two-layered trusses
can be constructed as follows.
From the necessary condition (1) of statical and kinematical determinacy we learn that the number of rigid
cells is greater by one than the number of vertical layers. In order to stay rigid each vertical layer must have at
least one rigid cell. There remains one ‘‘free’’ rigid cell, which can be placed in any vertical layer. Thus one
vertical layer has two rigid cells. The remaining vertical layers have one rigid cell each, in on of two positions,
top or bottom. Thus the set Fn of all forms of two-layered trusses that have n diagonals consists of form vec-
tors fn,Fn ¼ ffn ¼ ½f1; f2; . . . ; fn1 : f1 2 f1; 2; . . . ; n 1g; fi 2 f0; 1g; i 2 f2; 3; . . . ; n 1gg
¼ f1; 2; . . . ; n 1g  f0; 1g  . . .  f0; 1g|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
n2times
; n 2 f3; 4; . . .g; ð2Þwhere f1, represents the position of the column with two rigid cells and f2, f3, . . . , fn1 locate single rigid cells in
their columns (0 stands for top layer and 1 for bottom layer).
The above construction method is suﬃcient for a statically and kinematically determinate truss. Suﬃciency
stems form the fact that this method produces triangular trusses, by ﬁrst building the vertical layer with twoFig. 1. A truss with 2 · 8 layers: L-shaped (gray cells) with random slopes of diagonals.
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and then at each step adds two bars and one node.
The size jFnj of the set of forms grows exponentially with truss size,Table
Presen
Layers
2 · 2
2 · 3
2 · 4
2 · 5
2 · 6
2 · 7
2 · 8jFnj ¼ ðn 1Þ2n2; n 2 f3; 4; . . .g: ð3Þ
The set Sn of all possible slopes, for a truss with n diagonals, consists of binary slope vectors sn,Sn ¼ fsn ¼ ½s1; s2; . . . ; sn : si 2 f1;1g; i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; ngg; n 2 f3; 4; . . .g; ð4Þ
where the values (1,1) refer to diagonals emanating from the top left and top right corner of a rigid cell,
respectively. The size jSnj of this set equalsjSnj ¼ 2n; n 2 f3; 4; . . .g: ð5Þ
The topology of a two-layered truss tn is represented by a pair (fn, sn) of form and slope vectors. We assume
that the rigid cells are sequentially numbered 1 through n columnwise, top-down and then left-to-right. Then
the ith component of the slope vector determines the direction of the diagonal in the ith rigid cell. The set Tn of
all possible trusses consists of all pairs (fn, sn),Tn ¼ Fn  Sn ¼ ftn ¼ ðfn; snÞ : fn 2 Fn; sn 2 Sng; n 2 f3; 4; . . .g: ð6Þ
The size jTnj of this set grows exponentially the number of rigid cells,jTnj ¼ jFnj  jSnj ¼ ðn 1Þ4n1; n 2 f3; 4; . . .g: ð7Þ
The set Tn contains subsets of trusses that only diﬀer by a rigid-body transformation. Such trusses are equiv-
alent for the purposes of this paper. Thus we introduce a reduced set TnR, containing one representative from
each class of rigid-body-move equivalent trusses. The set TnR is found as follows. First we ﬁnd the reduced set
of forms FnR that contains single representatives from each class of rigid-body equivalent forms from the set F
n.
The set of trusses FnR  Sn, based on the reduced set of forms, still has rigid-body-move equivalent trusses –
they correspond to symmetric forms. A symmetric form with asymmetric diagonals makes a truss that has
a twin equivalent, obtained by transforming the truss by the symmetry operation of its shape. Thus to remove
redundant trusses from the set FnR  Sn we should replace the complete set of slopes Sn, which does not depend
on shape, by a family of reduced set of slopes SnRðfnÞ, which are shape-dependent. The two sets of slopes coin-
cide for asymmetric shapes. For a symmetric shape the reduced set of slopes is a proper subset of the complete
set and does not include redundant slope vectors.
The reduced set of trusses is the sum of Cartesian products of form vectors from the reduced set FnR and
their associated reduced slope sets SnRðfnÞ,TnR ¼
[
f2Fn
R
f  SnRðfÞ: ð8ÞTable 1 shows the sizes of the complete and reduced sets of forms and trusses for several values of n, from 3
through 9. It also shows the indicator f nsym 2 fYES;NOg that tells if symmetric forms exist for a given value
of n.1
ce of symmetric forms, number of forms and trusses vs number of rigid cells
Rigid cells Symmetry indicator Forms Trusses Reduced forms Reduced trusses
n f nsym jFnj jTnj jFnRj jTnRj
3 YES 4 32 1 6
4 YES 12 192 4 50
5 NO 32 1024 8 256
6 YES 80 5120 22 1288
7 NO 192 24576 48 6144
8 YES 448 114688 116 28704
9 NO 1024 524288 256 131072
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the T shape, which is symmetric about the vertical axis. When the number of vertical layers is even, symmetric
shapes do not exist, except for the smallest forms, with two vertical layers, n = 3. Those forms are square, so
they can have diagonal symmetry. The last two columns of Table 1 show the topological complexity of two-
layered trusses. An exponential growth of both the number of forms and the number of trusses is observed
when the number of vertical layers increases. For eight vertical layers, n = 9, there are 256 unique forms (with-
out rigid-body-move equivalents) and over 100000 unique trusses.
3. Minimum eigenvalue – merit function
The equations of nodal equilibrium in matrix form areBq ¼ p; ð9Þ
where B is the equilibrium matrix, q the vector of internal forces, and p the vector of nodal loads. The equi-
librium matrix has size jpj · jqj = 6n · (6n  3), so the number of rows is greater by three than the number of
columns. Thus mathematically the equilibrium problem of a free truss is overdetermined. Therefore it cannot
be solved for arbitrary loads but the load vector must be self-equilibrated (belong to the range of B).
Since the equilibrium matrix is non-square, it does not deﬁne an eigenvalue problem. In order to correct this
situation (Strang, 1976) we left-multiply B by its transpose BT. This transforms the original equilibrium prob-
lem into a least-squares problem, which is well-posed. The least-squares equilibrium matrix BTB is square, so
the eigenvalue problem exists,ðBTBÞq ¼ aq; q 6¼ 0; ð10Þ
where a is an eigenvalue and q the associated eigenvector (vector of internal forces). There are many eigen-
values, all positive real numbers, forming the spectrum k. Of particular interest is the minimum eigenvalue
k or fundamental eigenvalue, together with its associated vectors of internal forces qk and nodal loads pkk ¼ minðkÞ; qk ¼ qðkÞ; pk ¼ pðkÞ ¼ Bqk: ð11Þ
Left-multiplying Eq. (10) by qT, using (9) and its transpose, noting (11) and using the minimizing property of a
Rayleigh quotient, we ﬁndk ¼ min
q6¼0
qTBTBq=qTq ¼ min
p6¼0;p2rangeðBÞ
ðkpk=kqkÞ2 ¼ ðkpkk=kqkkÞ2: ð12ÞThis shows that the fundamental eigenvalue k minimizes the squared ratio of the Euclidean norms of loads to
internal forces or, alternatively, maximizes the internal forces over all possible non-zero, self-equilibrated
loads. Thus k represents a worst case scenario. We will use k as a merit function to comprehensively assess
the quality of a truss and to compare trusses with diﬀerent topologies. Better trusses have higher fundamental
eigenvalues and so have lower internal forces relative to their worst load. This use of the lowest eigenvalue
seems to be a novel approach. Eigenvalues are typically used in vibration and stability studies and in the de-
sign of structures to prevent resonance and buckling failures. Worst-case scenarios based on eigenvalue prob-
lems were utilized in antioptimization studies, Gangadharan et al. (1999).
We compute the triple (k,qk,pk) from Eq. (11) using a MATLAB eigenvalue solver. Alternatively,
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
can
be found as the minimum singular value of the equilibrium matrix B. Eq. (12) is only used to clarify the mean-
ing of the fundamental eigenvalue as a merit function, not to evaluate k.
4. Topological sensitivity problems
Each form fn creates a family of trusses fn  SnRðfnÞ with diﬀerent slope vectors and diﬀerent quality, mea-
sured by the lowest eigenvalue k. We want to know how sensitive truss-forms are to slope changes, that is, to
what extend k changes when form is ﬁxed and slopes are changing. Speciﬁcally, for any given n two extreme
forms are deﬁned, the absolutely least sensitive form fnL and the absolutely most sensitive form f
n
M. With each
of the two forms we associate two extreme slope vectors, worst and best, which minimize and maximize k,
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n
LW and the best vector is s
n
LB. The worst truss with that
form is tnLW ¼ ðfnL; snLWÞ, with quality knLW ¼ kðtnLWÞ. The best truss with that form is tnLB ¼ ðfnL; snLBÞ, with quality
knLB ¼ kðtnLBÞ. The diﬀerence DnL ¼ knLW  knLB deﬁnes the absolute sensitivity of the truss-form least sensitive to
extreme slope changes,DnL ¼ knLW  knLB ¼ min
f2Fn
R
ðmax
s2SnRðfÞ
ðkðf; sÞÞ  min
s2SnRðfÞ
ðkðf; sÞÞÞ
ðfnL; snLW; snLBÞ ¼ argmin
f2Fn
R
ðmax
s2SnRðfÞ
ðkðf; sÞÞ  min
s2SnRðfÞ
ðkðf; sÞÞÞ ð13ÞFor the absolutely most sensitive form, fnM, the worst slope vector is s
n
MW and the best vector is s
n
MB. The
worst truss with that form is tnMW ¼ ðfnM; snMWÞ, with quality knMW ¼ kðtnMWÞ. The best truss with that shape is
tnMB ¼ ðfnM; snMBÞ, with quality knMB ¼ kðtnMBÞ. The diﬀerence DnM ¼ knMW  knMB represents the absolute sensitivity
of the most sensitive form to slope changes,DnM ¼ knMW  knMB ¼ max
f2Fn
R
ðmax
s2SnRðfÞ
ðkðf; sÞÞ  min
s2SnRðfÞ
ðkðf; sÞÞÞ;
ðfnM; snMW; snMBÞ ¼ argmax
f2Fn
R
ðmax
s2SnRðfÞ
ðkðf; sÞÞ  min
s2SnRðfÞ
ðkðf; sÞÞÞ: ð14ÞThe eigenvalue ratiosdnL ¼ knLB=knLW; dnM ¼ knMB=knMW; ð15Þ
deﬁne two relative sensitivities, where dnL is the relative sensitivity of the absolutely least sensitive form and d
n
M
is the relative sensitivity of the absolutely most sensitive form. The relative sensitivities say how much the best
truss with either of the two extreme forms is better then the worst truss with that form.
In general, two-layered trusses are topologically sensitive to both form changes (rigid cell patterns) and
slope changes. In this work sensitivity to form variation is not dealt with. Instead, we study the sensitivity
of forms to slope variations. From a practical point of view, the form deﬁnes the overall architecture of a truss
while the slope vector speciﬁes the detail. Low-sensitivity forms are topologically robust – their diagonals can
be ﬂipped in any way without signiﬁcantly changing the load carrying capacity. On the other hand, a sensitive
form yields a useful family of trusses whose performance (load carrying capacity) can be varied within wide
margins by changing only the detail (slopes), not the general layout of rigid cells (form). We regard topological
robustness as simply the opposite of sensitivity, without reference to uncertainty, which is at the core of a wide
research area called robust design, see Sandgren and Cameron (2002).
5. Trusses of size 2 · 2
According to Table 1 there are six representative trusses of this size. The six trusses share one form, which is
an L (Fig. 2). This single form is both least and most sensitive to slope changes.
The best truss in Fig. 2 has all three diagonals parallel. The diagonals form two chords of an oblique trussed
beam. The beam is in bending – its chords are more stressed (thick lines) than its web (thin lines). Such internal
oblique trussed beams will frequently occur in trusses with optimized slope vectors, being their source of
strength.
The worst truss in Fig. 2 has the diagonals arranged into an oblique U. This weak formation destroys the
strong internal beam of the best truss. The U-formation will be frequent in trusses with worst slope vectors.
Note that the extreme slope vector change, that is the change between the worst and best truss of same form,
does not mean ﬂipping all diagonals.
Both the best and the worst truss in Fig. 2 are diagonally mirror-symmetric. The internal forces are larger in
the internal members than on the perimeter – this will be observed for trusses with more vertical layers. The
worst loading in Fig. 2 represents a global shearing: two diagonally opposite corners are pressed together and
the other two corners are pulled apart.
The fundamental eigenvalues for the extreme 2 · 2 trusses and the absolute and relative sensitivity to slope
changes are
worst slopes best slopes
internal forces internal forces
nodal load nodal load
Fig. 2. Extreme trusses with 2 · 2 layers: worst truss (left), best truss (right).
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D3L ¼ D3M ¼ 0:0429; d3L ¼ d3M ¼ 1:5500:
ð16ÞBoth the absolute and the relative sensitivity assume for the 2 · 2 trusses their maximum values among all
trusses studied in this work, with sizes from 2 · 2 through 2 · 8. The best 2 · 2 truss is better by 55% than
the worst truss. Its fundamental eigenvalue is also largest among all trusses in this paper, so this is the best
truss overall. We will see that adding more vertical layers produces trusses of lower quality and with lower
absolute sensitivity.
6. Trusses of size 2 · 3
6.1. Least sensitive form
Fig. 3 shows that the absolutely least sensitive 2 · 3 truss-form is an L. Treating the rigid cells as having a
mass, the L-shape has its center of mass maximally away vertically and horizontally from the geometric center
of the bounding rectangle of the truss. This feature will characterize all absolutely least sensitive truss-forms,
although sometimes the vertical eccentricity will not be maximal. By contrast, the absolutely most sensitive
forms will typically have their center of mass as close as possible to the geometric center.
As in the 2 · 2 case, the best slope vector produces a strong internal oblique trussed beam and the worst
truss has a weak U-formation. The loads for the two trusses are very similar – overall they shear the rectangle
of the truss. The loads are principally resisted by the L-shape.
worst slopes best slopes
internal forces internal forces
nodal load nodal load
Fig. 3. Absolutely least sensitive 2 · 3 shape: worst truss (left), best truss (right).
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Compared with the 2 · 2 case, the absolute sensitivity for the 2 · 3 trusses is reduced almost three times,
D3L=D
4
L ¼ 2:75. This sensitivity drop can be attributed to a similar reduction in the fundamental eigenvalues:
the worst-truss eigenvalue is reduced k3LW=k
4
LW ¼ 2:07 times and the best-truss eigenvalue is reduced
k3LB=k
4
LB ¼ 2:27 times. This is illustrates a general phenomenon: trusses with the least sensitive shape monoton-
ically lose both quality and absolute sensitivity when more vertical layers are added,
DnL > D
nþ1
L ; k
n
LW > k
nþ1
LW ; k
n
LB > k
nþ1
LB ; nP 3.
The relative sensitivity of the least-sensitive form is also diminished as we go from 2 · 2 to 2 · 3 trusses,
from 55% to 41%. This trend will continue monotonically when more vertical layers are added,
dnL > d
nþ1
L ; nP 3:
6.2. Most sensitive form
Fig. 4 shows that the absolutely most sensitive 2 · 3 truss-form is a Z-shape. The shape is much diﬀerent
from the least sensitive L-form in Fig. 3. The Z-shape is symmetric (rotation through 180 degrees), and its
center of mass coincides with the geometric center of the truss. Similar diﬀerences will also be seen for trusses
with more vertical layers. The most sensitive shapes will tend towards a symmetric arrangement of rigid cells,
although the symmetry may be not a perfect one. The center of mass of those shapes is at or very close to the
geometric center of such trusses. The least sensitive shapes have no symmetry and their center of mass is oﬀ the
geometric center.
The best truss in Fig. 4 again has an internal oblique beam, and the worst truss a U-formation of three
diagonals. The internal forces are concentrated in the beam and the U-formation. Overall, the loading causes
transverse (vertical) bending of both trusses. This is diﬀerent from the least sensitive 2 · 3 shape, Fig. 3, where
shearing was dominant.
worst slopes best slopes
internal forces internal forces
nodal load nodal load
Fig. 4. Absolutely most sensitive 2 · 3 shape: worst truss (left), best truss (right).
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From Eqs. (17) and (18) we have ðk4LW < k4LBÞ < ðk4MW < k4MBÞ. This ordering means that trusses with the abso-
lutely least sensitive form are worse than the ones with the most sensitive form. We see it ﬁrst for size 2 · 3 but
the rule is generally valid for trusses with more than two vertical layers, ðknLW < knLBÞ < ðknMW < knMBÞ; n > 3.
Eqs. (18) and (16) indicate that for the absolutely most sensitive form the absolute sensitivity diminishes
along with quality, as we go from size 2 · 2 to 2 · 3. This trend continues for larger sizes,
DnM > D
nþ1
M ; k
n
MW > k
nþ1
MW; k
n
MB > k
nþ1
MB ; nP 3.
The relative sensitivity of the most sensitive form, dnM, is also diminished as we go from 2 · 2 to
2 · 3 trusses, from 55% to 50%, but there is no monotonic trend here: dnM oscillates randomly with
growing n.
7. Trusses of size 2 · 4
7.1. Least sensitive form
Fig. 5 shows that the 2 · 4 absolutely least sensitive form is a broken L. The center of mass is shifted max-
imally to the right, but it is almost in the middle vertically. As in the 2 · 2 and 2 · 3 cases, the 2 · 4 worst truss
has an internal U-formation. Notably, the best 2 · 4 truss no longer has an oblique beam.
worst slopes best slopes
internal forces internal forces
nodal load nodal load
Fig. 5. Absolutely least sensitive 2 · 4 shape: worst truss (left), best truss (right).
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the 2 · 4 trusses: their bounding rectangle is twice as long as high. Such proportions give the load a much long-
er lever arm in one direction than in the perpendicular direction.
The eigenvalues and sensitivities for the 2 · 4 least sensitive shape arek5LW ¼ 0:0246; k5LB ¼ 0:0301; D5L ¼ 0:0055; d5L ¼ 1:2223: ð19Þ
All four parameters are less than their counterparts for smaller trusses, in agreement with a general trend.7.2. Most sensitive form
Fig. 6 shows that the 2 · 4 most sensitive form is a broken Z. According to Table 1 perfectly symmetric
shapes are impossible in 2 · 4 trusses but the broken Z shape is close to a shape with rotary (180 degrees) sym-
metry. Also the center of mass cannot coincide with the geometric center, but is close to it. Again, the best
truss has an internal oblique trussed beam and the worst truss has a U-formation instead of the beam.
The corresponding eigenvalues and sensitivities arek5MW ¼ 0:0481; k5MB ¼ 0:0660; D5M ¼ 0:0178; d5M ¼ 1:3707; ð20Þall being smaller than their 2 · 3 counterparts, following a general trend.
worst slopes best slopes
internal forces internal forces
nodal load nodal load
Fig. 6. Absolutely most sensitive 2 · 4 shape: worst truss (left), best truss (right).
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8.1. Least sensitive form
Fig. 7 shows that the least sensitive 2 · 8 form is a perfect L, the worst truss does not have a U-formation,
the best truss does not have an oblique beam, and the internal forces are largest in the L-shape, which is sub-
jected to bending.
The eigenvalues and sensitivities are equal tok9LW ¼ 0:0056; k9LB ¼ 0:0061; D9L ¼ 0:0006; d9L ¼ 1:1031; ð21Þ
all being less than for size 2 · 7.
8.2. Most sensitive form
The most sensitive 2 · 8 form, Fig. 8, is a chessboard pattern with a solid central Z. The shape lacks sym-
metry but its center of mass is as close as possible to the geometrical center. As before, the best truss has an
oblique trussed beam. Interestingly, the worst truss does not have a U-formation, which was present for all
previous sizes. The worst loading bends both trusses. The internal forces are randomly distributed.
The eigenvalues and sensitivities arek9MW ¼ 0:0162; k9MB ¼ 0:0236; D9M ¼ 0:0073; d9M ¼ 1:4502; ð22Þ
worst slopes best slopes
internal forces internal forces
nodal load nodal load
Fig. 7. Absolutely least sensitive 2 · 8 shape: worst truss (left), best truss (right).
worst slopes best slopes
internal forces internal forces
nodal load nodal load
Fig. 8. Absolutely most sensitive 2 · 8 shape: worst truss (left), best truss (right).
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The bar plot in Fig. 9 collects the fundamental eigenvalues for all the extreme trusses found in this paper.
We have seven groups of bars, each group containing four bars. The groups correspond to truss sizes from
2 · 2 through 2 · 8. The four bars in each group represent, left to right, the worst truss for the absolutely least
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Fig. 9. Fundamental eigenvalues vs. truss size: absolutely least sensitive shape with worst and best slopes (two darker bars in each group of
four), absolutely most sensitive shape with worst and best slopes (two lighter bars in each group of four).
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form (MW) and the best truss with that form (MB). Fig. 9 leads to several conclusions.
First, as the size of trusses increases, all the extreme trusses (LW,LB, MW,MB) monotonically deteriorate
in quality. This deterioration can be attributed to two eﬀects. One eﬀect is the growing fragmentation of truss-
shapes, which makes the paths of internal forces more fragmented and twisted. The other eﬀect comes from
the increasing length-to-width ratio of the bounding rectangle: longer trusses are more susceptible to bending-
type loading, which has a long lever arm and thus produces large internal forces.
Second, for each size (except 2 · 2) the two trusses having the most sensitive shape (two lighter bars) are
better than the two trusses having the least sensitive form (two darker bars). Thus, low absolute sensitivity
of a shape to diagonal member ﬂips is associated with low quality of trusses with that shape, and high quality
entails high sensitivity. Trusses of size 2 · 2 are exceptional since their single shape must be both least and
most sensitive.
Third, the absolute sensitivity of the least sensitive form – diﬀerence between two neighbor darker bars –
diminishes monotonically with increasing truss size. This is also true for the most sensitive shapes (diﬀerence
between two lighter bars). Thus decreasing quality parallels diminishing sensitivity.
Comparing the best overall trusses (size 2 · 2) with the worst overall trusses (size 2 · 8) within each of four
types (LW,LB,MW,MB), we get from Eqs. (16), (21) and (22)k3LW=k
9
LW ¼ 13:95; k3LB=k9LB ¼ 19:84; k3MW=k9MW ¼ 4:82; k3MB=k9MB ¼ 5:13: ð23ÞThe most sensitive trusses (MW and MB) deteriorate in quality about 5 times when their size grows from 2 · 2
to 2 · 8. The least sensitive trusses lose quality much faster: the LW trusses get worse over 10 times and the LB
trusses almost 20 times.
Comparing the largest absolute sensitivities (size 2 · 2) with the lowest absolute sensitivities (size 2 · 8), we
ﬁnd from Eqs. (16), (21) and (22)
Table
Typica
beam)
Truss
2 · 2
2 · 3
2 · 4
2 · 5
2 · 6
2 · 7
2 · 8
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9
L ¼ 71:5; D3M=D9M ¼ 5:88: ð24ÞThus, as size increases from 2 · 2 to 2 · 8 the absolute sensitivity of the least sensitive shape is reduced over
70 times while the absolute sensitivity of the most sensitive shapes is reduced only nearly 6 times. So the
least sensitive trusses lose sensitivity much faster than the most sensitive trusses, and even faster than they
reduce their quality. Thus low quality, low absolute sensitivity trusses are clustered around a small eigen-
value while high quality, high absolute sensitivity trusses have much larger and more widespread fundamen-
tal eigenvalues.
The relative sensitivity of the absolutely least sensitive shape also decreases monotonically with truss size,
from d3L ¼ 1:55 for size 2 · 2 to d9L ¼ 1:10 for size 2 · 8. Low-sensitivity shapes provide families of trusses
with one shape (general outlook) and diverse slope vectors (structural detail), having similar performance,
and thus being topologically robust. Changing the slope of one or more diagonals does not change the per-
formance appreciably. The largest-size (2 · 8) trusses form a family with one shape and 29 = 512 diﬀerent
diagonal member arrangements, with only 10% diﬀerence in performance between the worst and best truss
in the family.
The relative sensitivity of the most sensitive shape, dnM, changes randomly with growing truss size, while
all the other sensitivities and eigenvalues decrease monotonically. It is also unique in that it changes little:
the maximum, d3M ¼ 1:55, is reached for the smallest size (2 · 2) and the minimum, d5M ¼ 1:37, for size 2 · 4;
for other truss sizes dnM is above 1.40. Thus, this sensitivity is inﬂuenced little by truss size. Slope-sensitive
shapes provide families of trusses with one shape (general outlook) and diverse slope vectors (structural
detail), whose performance varies as much as possible, but never above 55% and for most truss sizes below
50%. Importantly, slope-sensitive trusses are also high quality trusses compared with slope-insensitive
trusses.
The diﬀerence between the relative sensitivities of the most, dnM, and least, d
n
L, slope-sensitive trusses grows
monotonically with increasing truss size. The diﬀerence is zero for size 2 · 2 and largest for size 2 · 8, where
d9M ¼ 1:45 and d9L ¼ 1:10.
Table 2 summarizes the shapes and diagonal member arrangements for sizes 2 · 2 through 2 · 8.
It can be seen that the least and most slope-sensitive shapes are entirely diﬀerent, except for the trivial 2 · 2
case. The low-sensitivity shapes have their center of mass pushed vertically and horizontally away from the
geometric center. Ideally this is an L shape, except for sizes 2 · 4 and 2 · 5 where some distortions occur.
The high-sensitivity trusses have shapes with center of mass drawn towards the geometric center. Ideally this
is a Z shape, for size 2 · 3, or a fragmented shape with a Z-core, for sizes 2 · 4, 2 · 5, and 2 · 8. Two excep-
tions are sizes 2 · 6 and 2 · 7, with a T-core.
The worst slopes are similar for the absolutely least and most sensitive shapes – they have an oblique U-
formation of three diagonals, but this is not true for larger truss sizes. The best slopes have an internal oblique
trussed beam instead of the U-formation in all high-sensitivity shapes, but only in two low-sensitivity shapes,
2 · 2 and 2 · 3.
In sum, there exist some typical arrangements of rigid cells and typical features of diagonal member slopes
but atypical formations are not rare and the overall picture is a complex one.2
l shapes (L, Z, T – perfect, Lfr, Zfr, Tfr – fragmented) and diagonal member formations (U – three diagonals, B – internal trussed
of absolutely least and most sensitive shapes of various sizes
size Least sensitive shape Most sensitive shape
Shape Worst slopes Best slopes Shape Worst slopes Best slopes
L U B L U B
L U B Z U B
Lfr U – Zfr U B
Lfr U – Zfr U B
L U – Tfr U B
L – – Tfr U B
L – – Zfr – B
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The paper presents the construction of an inﬁnite family of complete sets of all topologies of statically and
kinematically determinate planar trusses having two horizontal layers of square cells and any number of ver-
tical layers. The topology of a truss is split into two vectors, a form vector and a slope vector. The form vector
represents the arrangement of cells containing diagonal members and the slope vector describes the slopes of
the diagonals. This topology description is hierarchical: truss-forms describe general layouts (chessboard pat-
terns) and slope vectors represent structural detail. Truss forms also determine whether a truss is kinematically
determinate, and all such forms have been found.
Free, unsupported trusses in static equilibrium were considered. The performance measure of a truss has
been deﬁned as the lowest eigenvalue of the least-squares equilibrium matrix. The eigenvalue minimizes the
loads/internal forces ratio over all feasible (self-equilibrated, non-zero) loads, thus representing a worst load-
ing case scenario. This simple metric can be used to rank competing truss topologies in a fundamental way:
better trusses are those that produce smaller internal forces relative to their worst loading. The metric is both
intuitive and readily computable via eigenvalue or singular value problem solvers. Based on the quality crite-
rion, absolute and relative topological sensitivity measures were introduced, which are the diﬀerence and ratio
of the lowest eigenvalues of a pair of trusses, respectively.
Special attention was paid to families of trusses sharing the same shape. For each size of trusses from 2 · 2
through 2 · 8 layers, pairs of extreme truss-forms have been found – the absolutely least and most sensitive
form to changes of diagonal member slopes. For each extreme form, two extreme arrangements of diagonal
member directions have been determined, which produce the worst and best truss based on a given extreme
shape, and so deﬁne which change of diagonal member slopes changes the quality of a given extreme shape
the most. Typical geometrical features of the extreme shapes and diagonal member arrangements were dis-
cussed, as size grows from 2 · 2 through 2 · 8, along with changes of the minimum and maximum, absolute
and relative topological sensitivity of truss-forms to diagonal member ﬂips. The results are based on exhaus-
tive search in ﬁnite-sized spaces, so they are exact.Acknowledgements
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